GLOBAL BLOCKCHAIN SPENDING BY 2024
$19B

PAYPAL USERS CAN NOW BUY & SELL CRYPTOCURRENCIES
430,000,000

CRYPTO HELD BY PAYPAL CUSTOMERS
$604M

Sectors Predicted to Benefit Most From Blockchain:
- FINANCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE & DIGITAL MONEY
- HEALTHCARE
- SUPPLY CHAINS
- SUSTAINABILITY & TOKENIZATION

Blockchain could boost global GDP by
$1.76T over the next decade

Internet users
5.3B

Value of transactions processed by China's digital yuan pilots
$9.47T

Worldwide infrastructure projected to be using blockchain within a decade
$14B

10% of global GDP likely to be stored on blockchain by 2027

10%

Global Blockchain Business Council

Sources: PwC, Accenture, World Economic Forum, PayPal, Facebook, Bloomberg, IDC, Statista, People's Bank of China
POTENTIAL OF BLOCKCHAIN IN U.S. HEALTHCARE

70% of U.S. healthcare leaders predict that the greatest impact of blockchain within the health domain will be:

- improvement of clinical trial management
- regulatory compliance
- providing a decentralized framework for sharing electronic health records

18.3% Percentage of the U.S. GDP spent on Healthcare in 2021, more than any other country

$760 billion - $935 billion Total estimated cost of waste in U.S. healthcare

25% Estimated waste reduction from cost saving measures

50M Americans affected by data breaches of health records in 2022

$10.1M Average cost of a U.S. healthcare data breach in 2022

25+ Healthcare data breaches of 1.5M+ records in 2022
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